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Incubator at ApacehCON EU CORE 2015
ApacheCon is the official conference of the .Apache Software Foundation

This page tracks Incubator (and its podlings) related activities at  Core Europe 2015 in BudapestApacheCon

Podlings speed dating/Shark Tank talk

NOTE: for the podlings speed dating presentation you DO NOT have to submit via the regular CFP. Just record your willingness to present on this wiki.

The idea here is to have interested folks present a very short pitch for the podlings (no more than 10 min). You don't have to be a developer, a PPMC or a 
mentor. You just have to be curious about the podling. You will be mercilessly booted of the stage at the end of your 4 minutes though.

For viewers of US TV think of it as pitching your idea to the "Shark Tank" pannel.

All in all, this is meant to be fun, but informative way of making sure that as many ApacheCON attendees as possible are going to get a chance to find out 
more about your favorite podlings.

Finally, I'm currently working with sponsors to see if we can have prizes awarded for the best pitch. Unlike Shark Tank, we can not guarantee investment 
(but given the ammount of VC $$$
floating around we can't preclude it either ).

Please put your name in the following list and move podlings that you'd like to pitch from Unassigned to your name

Unassigned: Atlas, BatchEE, Blur, Calcite, Climate Model Diagnostic Analyzer, CommonsRDF, , Droids, Geode, Groovy, HTrace, Ignite, DataFu
Johnzon, Kalumet, Kylin, Lens, log4cxx2, MRQL, Myriad, Mysos, ODF Toolkit, , Ranger, REEF, Ripple, SAMOA, Sentry, Singa, Sirona, OpenAz
Slider, Tamaya, Taverna, , Twill, Wave, ZeppelinTinkerPop
Roman Shaposhnik (rvs): AsterixDB, Corinthia, Streams, Usergrid
Anatole Tresch: Tamaya
Rohit Jain: Trafodion
Don Bosco Durai: Ranger
Richard Downer: Brooklyn 

Podlings with regular talks currently submitted

ApacheCON DATA: Ignite, Zeppelin, Sentry, Trafodion, Ranger
ApacheCON CORE: Tamaya, Johnzon, Groovy, Sentry, Streams, Ranger, Brooklyn 

Atlas, AsterixDB, BatchEE, Blur, Calcite, Climate Model Diagnostic Analyzer, CommonsRDF, Corinthia, , Droids, Geode, HTrace, Kalumet, Kylin, DataFu
Lens, MRQL, Myriad, Mysos, ODF Toolkit, , REEF, Ranger, Ripple, SAMOA, Singa, Sirona, Slider, Taverna, , Twill, Usergrid, Wave, OpenAz TinkerPop
log4cxx2,
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